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PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED DESIGN OF FAULT TOLERANT CACHE
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Abstract: In this paper, we present aspects regarding the
possibility of maximizing the performance/cost ratio in the
cache memory design. A cache is a component that improves
performance by transparently storing data so that future
requests for that data can be served faster. Caches provide for
efficient read/write access to memory, and their reliability is
essential to assure dependable computing. Usually the cache
design goal is to find such an architecture that maximizes the
hit ratio. This paper offers the designer a computer simulation
based method, taking into account classical performance
metrics and reliability aspects.
Keywords: cache, hit ratio, block size, overhead, fault
tolerance, simulation
Fig. 1. A common cache memory architecture

1. INTRODUCTION
In every technical design a crucial problem is the
maximization of the performance/cost ratio. This is also
the case in computer system design, particularly in that of
a cache memory, part of a memory hierarchy [1], [2], [3],
[4]. A difficult problem is to find the best architecture
since it depends not only on the hardware organization,
but also on the memory reference traces of the executed
program, which cannot be predicted. Usually the design
is supported by computer simulation, which permits the
run of different traces, with variable parameters. In order
to compare different architectural solutions certain
parameters, like cost, must be assumed to be constant.
We will concentrate on a fault tolerant cache
architecture, where the overhead due to redundant
elements has to be considered, too [5], [6].

2. FAULT TOLERANT CACHE AND
PERFORMANCE METRICS
Fig. 1 shows a cache architecture with its access
logic. The connections of the cache to the CPU and the
main memory are demonstrated. The CPU provides the
write and read signals and the physical address of the
accessed data. The cache presents an associative
organization in rows, each row containing a block of
data. A cache hit is produced if there is any address in the
tag part, which is identical with the block address field of
the issued physical address. The type of associativity
(fully associative, n-way set associative, direct mapping),
the number of rows and the block size have direct
influence on the hit ratio, i. e. the percent of cache hits
from the total number of memory accesses in a given
period:

We present a cache structure with access circuitry in
order to observe the places where the redundant elements
have to be introduced. Fig. 2 demonstrates the general
organization of a fault tolerant cache memory [7], [8].
The fault tolerance is assumed to be implemented in the
data area, based on information redundancy with the use
of an error correcting code. This creates an additional
block overhead in the data area. (We assume that the
overhead generated by the check bits control circuitry is
negligible.)
The goal by fault tolerance is to enhance the
reliability of the memory, i. e. to increase the number of
tolerated faults per block [9]. This however implies a
great number of control (check) bits, leading to a high
block overhead [10]. The block overhead can be
calculated on an equivalent cell area as the sum of the
area of functionally different bits:

Block overhead  tag  status 
 replacement  control

In this equation the overhead due to the tag bits is
also considered, being that this kind of data is not
included in the common definition of the cache memory
capacity. The status and replacement fields belong to
each row, expressing the validity of the block and the
history of access (to be used in the replacement
algorithm), respectively.
The problem is to find the best architecture that leads
to a maximum of the main performance metrics: hit rate
and utilization ratio. The utilization ratio can be defined
as in [11]:
Utilization ratio 

Nr. hit
Hit ratio 
Nr. hit  Nr. miss

(2)

(1)
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Data area
Data area  Block overhead

(3)

The first setting is to choose the capacity of the main
memory, which can range from 256 KB to 1 GB.
Another parameter to be configured is the number of
levels of the memory hierarchy. The hierarchy can have
one, two, three or four cache levels.
The next parameter of the program to be configured
for each level is the block size which can be: 1 byte, 2
bytes, 4 bytes or 8 bytes.

Fig. 2. A cache memory architecture with fault tolerant capability in the
data area

In order to compare different architectural solutions,
it is necessary to assume some constant parameters:
- Address word length (32 bits)
- Memory bus width (64 bits)
- Block information bits (status + replacement)
- Replacement algorithm (LFU ± Least Frequently Used)
- Consistency algorithm (write through with write
allocate)
The variable parameters in the simulation are:

The mapping function is another parameter to be set
and it can be: fully associative, set associative or direct
mapping.
For the replacement algorithm we can choose
between LRU (Least Recently Used), LFU (Least
Frequently Used), FIFO (First In First Out), or random.
The writing policy is another parameter to be
configured. We can choose between write through or
write back.
In Fig. 4 the hit ratio and the miss ratio can be seen as
the result of a simulation with the following parameters:
main memory of 1 GB, one cache level, direct mapping,
LFU replacement algorithm, write through policy, block
size of 8 bytes. We used a CEXP memory trace
exhibiting a strong random behavior.

- Mapping (fully associative, n-way set associative, direct
mapping)
- Block size
- Block control bits
The size of a block has direct influence on the traffic
ratio, which however should be minimized:

Traffic ratio  1  Hit ratio  

Block size
Bus size

(4)

It is quite difficult to find the optimal fault tolerant
cache architecture via analytical calculus, but it is
possible to tend to it by means of computer simulation
(for example in [12], [13], [14]).
For cache simulation we used ourown program,
developed in Microsoft Visual C++ [15]. The main user
interface is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Results of the cache simulator program

With our simulator it was possible to find a desired
cache organization related to performance metrics for
different memory access traces, maintaining the
mentioned constant parameters and varying the others.

3. RESULTS
We performed several experiments with our cache
simulator software, with some of the results presented
below. In all experiments the same number of control bits
per block was assumed.

Fig. 3. Main interface of the cache simulator program

Our simulator program can be used for multiple
settings of the cache memory. The program allows the
configuration of multiple cache levels in a memory
hierarchy [16].

Experiment 1.
For this simulation we chose the following
parameters: 1 MB main memory, one cache level, direct
mapping, 8 bytes block size, LFU replacement algorithm,
write through policy, Wave trace file (derived from
electromagnetic equations solving program). The results
for a cache capacity of 8 KB are presented in Fig. 5.
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Cache size
(KB)

Hit ratio
(block size
1 byte)

Hit ratio
(block size
2 bytes)

Hit ratio
(block size
4 bytes)

Hit ratio
(block size
8 bytes)

8

0.6076

0.6093

0.6102

0.7570

16

0.6079

0.6096

0.6108

0.7578

32

0.6163

0.6181

0.6193

0.7651

64

0.6166

0.6184

0.6196

0.7660

128

0.6166

0.6184

0.6196

0.7660
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